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INTRODUCTION

AN investigation into the relationshipbetween nocturnal land bird
migration in the spring months and certain meteorologicalvariables
was begunearly in 1953at the MeteorologyGroup of the Brookhaven
National Laboratory,Upton, LongIsland,New York. Two variables,
atmosphericstability and upper air wind direction, were believed on
the basis of both logic and observation to be of major importance.
The study was planned not only to evaluate the importance of these
two factors, but also to reveal any correlation that might exist with
other parameters. Owing to the scopeof the program, which covered
the United States east of the Rockies in area and the months of April
and May in time, and owing to the large amount of data used, both
meteorologicaland ornithological,it was necessaryto confinethe study
to basic relationships and to classify the data into rather broad categories. Thus, individual specieswere not consideredseparately,but
all nocturnalland bird migrantsweregroupedtogether. This grouping, however, is not believed to be artificial becauseyears of observation have shown that a large variety of speciescommonly migrate
through the same area on the same night, all of them apparently
reacting to the same stimuli. Specificlocalities were not dealt with
as such, but only as part of the whole area. However, each night
was studied

as a unit

and the data later

consolidated

for the whole

period.
MIGRATION

PROBLEMS AND METEOROLOGY

For many years, ornithologistshave noted what seemedto be relationshi.
ps betweenthe weather and bird migration, and many attempts
to correlate the two have been made with varying success. Most of
these attempts have had limited successowing to certain deficiencies
in method or data. Few studies have been confined to one species
153
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or one group of species that react to similar stimuli. Most studies
have been too restrictedeither in time or in area to give a true picture
of any classof migration as a whole, and until recentlynonehave had
enough data to use statistical methods. Most studies used only
surface meteorologicaldata and some only values obtained at the
place of arrival. In spite of these drawbacks, a number of useful
studieshave been made and somelight hasbeen shedupon the problem
by earlier investigators.
One of the earliest American ornithologists to call attention to a
relationship between bird migration and the weather was Cooke
(1888), who found the southerly winds in the warm sector of a low
pressurearea favorable for springmigration. In a later paper (1913),
he concluded that birds prefer to migrate in spring with rising temperatures but that temperature alone is not a controlling factor. He
found that surface wind direction was of little importance in spring
migration. Eaton (1904) also found warm sector conditionsfavorable for springmigrationwhereasSmith (1917) found a relationship
betweenspringarrivals and falling pressures. Main (1938) attributed
the beginning of migratory flights particularly early in the seasonto
warming temperatures.
More recently, Robbins (1949) showed a correlation between
arrivals in the Washington region and above-normal temperatures,
south or southwestwinds, and low barometric pressure. Bagg and

collaborators(1950) advancedthe hypothesisthat northwardmigration beginswith falling pressuresand southerly winds in the western
portion of a high, increasesin the warm sectorof the followinglow,
and is arrestedby the arrival of the cold front from the west or upon
arriving at a quasi-stationeryfront to the north. In an earlier paper,
Bagg (1948)pointedout as a favorableconditionfor spring migration
in the northeast a high pressurearea moving off the southeasterncoast
of the United States and a low moving northeastward into the Great
Lakes region.
Williams (1950) believed that nocturnal migrants cannot land
safelyin the darknessand that birds aloft overtakenby an approaching
cold front might fly far off their courserather than alight in the darknessor attempt flight into the frontal area. He also suggestedthat
birds might be carried far off courseby the movementof the air mass
in which they are flying if the skiesare overcastand visualnavigation
is impossible. He observedthat overheadmigrationceasescompletely
in spring when a strong wind is blowing, regardlessof its direction.
A study of the arrival of large waves in Minnesota in the spring of
1944 showeda correlationwith high maximum temperatures.
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Lowery (1951), by organizingtelescopicobservationsof birds crossing the lunar disk and analyzingthe data, hasmadethe mostsignificant
contributions to our knowledge of nocturnal migration and certain
of his conclusionsmay be briefly summarized. He concludedthat
nocturnal movements are not continuations of daytime movements,
that until 11 P.M. or midnight, there is a progressiveincreasein the
number of birds taking wing and that a gradual decreasetakes place
after that time. He found that nearly all nocturnal migrants come
to earth well before dawn, that migrants are rather evenly spaced
throughoutthe sky and that topographyis apparently not important
in governingflight densities. He also found that migration usually
followsthe prevailing air flow, that maximum migration occursin
regions of high barometric pressure,and that the passageof a cold
front storm may almost halt migration in spring.
Although this method of study has proven more fruitful than any
previouslyused,certaininherentlimitationsrestrictits moreextensive
use and the confidencethat may be placed in the results obtained.
Chief of these is its confinementto the few moonlight nights during
the migrationseason. The questionalso ariseswhethermoonlight
itself has an influence upon nocturnal migration. In addition, a
moonlightnight implies mostly clear weather, and conclusions
drawn
from observations made under any one type of weather condition
can not be extrapolated to include other weather conditions.
Sincepreviousinvestigationstend to showthat the externalstimuli
which control or influence the day-to-day movements of migrants are
largelymeteorological,a largenumberof observationsof actual migration should show a high degreeof correlation with thosevariables that
are actuallyof importance. The fact that differentgroupsof birdsrespondto differentstimuli makesit necessaryto confinea study of this
type to one homogeneous
group. Soaringbirds, for instance,depend
largely on ascendingair currentsto keep them aloft, and it is obvious
that areas or times lacking such updrafts would be unfavorablefor
extended migratory flights. Soaring birds normally migrate either
on sunny days when thermal updrafts are presentor along mountain
ranges, coast lines, or other terrain features which causemechanical
lifting of the air.
Likewisethosespeciessuchas the swallowsand swifts which migrate
by day and feed as they fly should favor days when considerable
vertical motionis present. Glick (1939) has showna goodcorrelation
betweeninstability and the number of insectscaptured at high levels.
It seems probable, therefore, that migratory flights of these birds
could be correlated with days and areas of instability.
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Nocturnal migrants, however, are influenced by other factors.
They do not soar; therefore, they are not assistedby rising currents.
They do not feed in the air; therefore unstable air is of no advantage
to them. In fact, it is my belief that exactly the oppositecondition,
atmospheric stability, is most favorable for nocturnal migration.
It has been generally assumedthat most small land birds migrate by
night in order to feed by day and although this may well be an important consideration,it will also be shown that flying conditions
at night are more favorable for these migrants.
METEOROLOGICAL BACKGROUND

The degreeof stability in the atmosphereis a function of the lapse
rate, the amount of temperature change with height (Figure 1).
If the lapserate exceeds1ø C per 100 metersas it usually doesin the
lower layers during the day, the air is unstable. When this condition
exists, air which is heated by contact with the earth's surface tends
to rise and is replacedby the sinkingof coolerair from aloft. Thus,
vertical motionis set up in the atmospherein additionto the horizontal
motion representedby the wind direction and velocity. In an um
stable atmosphere,the air flow is turbulent. Turbulence may be
defined as departure from a mean motion. For example, the mean
wind direction over a given period of time may be northwest or from
315ø at 10 miles per hour. If the measuring instrument does not
deviate from 315ø and 10 miles per hour throughoutthe period, no
turbulence on a scale measurable by the instrument exists. If,
however, the wind fluctuates between west and north and between

5 and 15 milesper hour, as might commonlybe the case,each deviation from northwestand from 10 miles per hour representsturbulent
motion.

In a similarfashionan instrumentmay be set up to measurevertical
If this vane remains horizontal throughout a given period,
no measurablevertical turbulenceis present. If, however,the vane
fluctuates up and down over a number of angular degreesin response
to the passing up and down drafts, vertical turbulence is present.
Studiesat BrookhavenNationalLaboratory(Singerand Smith, 1953),
motion.

where three bivanes

as well as seven Bendix-Friez

aerovanes

are in

continuous use on the 420-foot meteorologytower, show that both
vertical and horizontal turbulence are always present whenever an

unstablelapserate exists. When the lapserate is between1ø C per
100 meters and zero, the air may be either conditionally unstable
(unstable only when lifted mechanically) or stable. Under these
conditions, turbulence continues to exist but becomesprogressively
lessas the lapse rate decreases.
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When temperature increaseswith height, the condition is termed
an inversion since the normal temperature structure is inverted.
Inversionsnear the surfaceform almost entirely by night, when instead
of receivingheat from the sun, the earth radiates heat back to space
thereby cooling its surface. As the surface cools, the air near it is
also cooled, and when it reachesa temperature lower than that of
the air above, an inversion has formed.

Inversions form on about

two-thirds of all nights over suitable terrain. The two inhibiting

Fxotm• 1. Five typical casesof temperature changewith height: A, lapse; B,
isothermallayer; C, groundinversion;D, low levd inversion;E, high level or frontal
inversion.

factors that are primarily responsiblefor preventing inversionformation are cloudinessand wind speed. Clouds reflect and re-radiate
most of the outgoing radiation, and if enough are present, prevent
the surface from cooling enough to form an inversion. By mixing
the cooling lower air with warmer upper air, high wind velocities
also prevent inversion formation. Thus, nights with rather low
surface wind speed and with the major portion of the sky free
of low or middle

clouds are most favorable

for inversion

formation.

Either increasedwind speedor increasedcloud cover may break up
an inversionafter it has formed, although a cloud layer forming about
sunrise may prolong the inversion into the daylight hours. The
usual causeof inversion breakup, however, is the appearanceof the
morning sun which heats the earth's surface. This in turn heats
the lower air until its temperature exceedsthat of the air aloft. At
this point the inversionceasesto exist. Although inversionformation
and breakup are usually quite rapid, an intermediate condition,
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called isothermal,in which temperature remainsthe samewith height,
may exist for some time during the change from lapse to inversion
or from inversion to lapse.
It has been found that under inversion

conditions

vertical

motion

on a significant scale virtually disappears. It is obvious that convective effects can not be operative since the colder, heavier air is
now at the bottom and the warmer, lighter air is at the top. Mechanical turbulence also is quickly eliminated in this stable air so that
at any appreciableheight above the surface, vertical motion on a
measurablescale ceases. This may be demonstratedby introducing
into the atmosphere a substancesuch as a smoke which has particles
too light to fall out by gravity. Under stable conditions,the smoke
trail will remain at the same level, neither rising nor falling to any
significant extent.
In addition to the virtual elimination of vertical turbulence, hori-

zontal turbulence is greatly diminished and in some cases almost
eliminated in stable air. Instead of constant rapid fluctuations
about a mean direction as occurs in unstable air, only a few very
slow and gradual fluctuationsoccur. As may be seen in Figures 2,
3, and 4, the horizontal as well as the vertical wind trace under these
conditions may approximate a single line.
The height of a ground inversion may vary from a few feet to over
a thousand with the mean probably about 400-500 feet. Regardless
of its height, however,the air in and abovean inversionis effectively
isolatedfrom turbulenceoriginatingfrom below. Thus, the stratified
wind flow is present not only within but also above the inversion
structure.

In addition to these low level ground inversions,higher level inversionsare fairly common. They are usually caused by warmer
air flowing over colder air at a frontal surface,the discontinuityline
between two air masses.

Frontal

inversions are most common and

best developedat a warm front surfacealoft. At a warm front with
a shallow slope the inversion may extend for several hundred miles
north and south without being more than a mile above the earth's
surface at its northern end, and it may extend for hundreds of miles
east and west along a well developed warm front. In contrast to
ground inversions,frontal inversionspersist independentlyof wind
speed,cloudiness,or time of day.
For the purposeof this study, air is classedas stable only if an isothermal layer or an inversion actually exists. All other casesare
classedas unstable although from a strict meteorologicalstandpoint,
some of them are stable also. It must be emphasized, however, that
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areas of stability have no consistent relationship with pressure,
temperature, or wind direction. Ground inversions may occur in
any situation where sufficientcoolingof the earth takes place at night
and frontal inversions occur whenever warmer air is lifted by cooler
air.

VERTICAL DEGREES

Fzowlt• 2 (left) Horizontal, and Figure 3 (center)vertical wind direction traces
showing the increasein turbulence from stable to unstable conditions. FICtm• 4
(right) Wind speedtrace showingthe increasein variability under the same change
in conditions.

HYPOTHESIS

McMillan (1938) advancedthe hypothesisthat a bird in flight
becomesa part of the air flow and is unaffectedby turbulenceexcept
when landing or taking off. This would be true if the bird were a
weightlessbody suspendedin the air through no effort of its own and
content

to drift

wherever

the wind

carried

it.

However,

a bird

actually remains aloft only by the expenditure of a certain amount
of energy, and a bird in flight is normally trying to follow a more or
less specific route and reach a definite objective, be it the nearest
tree or a breeding area hundreds of miles away. Therefore, the
bird in attempting to follow a course and maintain an altitude is
necessarily subject to any forces acting upon him. High speed
photographyhas shown us that a bird's flight surfacesare capable
of great adjustment in meeting the various forces encountered in
flight. It is obvious,however,that suchadjustments,eachnecessitating muscular action, involve the expenditure of a small amount of
energy. It is also apparent that a bird flying through unstable
air and meeting constant fluctuations in both the horizontal and
vertical wind directionsas well as frequent variations in wind speed
is forcedto readjusthis flight surfacescontinuallyin order to maintain
a constant height and direction. On the other hand, flight through
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stable air with no significant vertical fluctuations, with only a few
gradual horizontal fluctuations, and with little variation in wind
speed, would necessitateadjustment to only one relatively constant

force. Therefore,suchflight shouldbe more economicalof energy.
Futhermore if, as has been postulated, birds make use of air flow in
navigation, it should be much easier to maintain a course in the

stratifiedflow of stableair. It is my belief that nocturnalmigrants
find flight easier through stable air, that stable conditions are of

major importance in triggering such flights, and that a positive
relationship exists between atmospheric stability and nocturnal
migrations. As far as I candetermine,this concepthasnot previously
been advanced.

Comparison of the horizontal and vertical wind direction traces
in Figures2 and 3 and the wind speedtrace in Figure 4, givesa good
conceptionof the relative magnitudeand frequencyof the fluctuations
present in stable and unstable air. A numerical indication of the
relative difference may be obtained from a gustinesstotalizer in use

at the Brookhaven National Laboratory Meteorology Group. This
device measuresall horizontal gustsstrong enoughto move a BendixFriez aerovane in units of angular degreesof rotation of the vane.
Thus, each deviation from a mean direction is measured and totalized.

Under normal unstableconditionsa mean of over 10,000 degreesof
rotation per hour or about 1700 per minute has been found. On the
other hand, under stable conditionsa mean of about 400 degreesof
rotation per hour or about 7 per minute has been found. Therefore,
we find about two hundred and fifty times as much horizontal variability presentin unstableair as is present in stable air. Although
such measurementshave not yet been made on vertical variability,
other studieslead to the belief that a similar proportionand order of
magnitude exist there. Although it is impossibleto determine how
much of this turbulent force is of such a scaleas to affect the flight
of a small bird, a fair assumptionwouldbe that a considerableportion
of it is.

As an observational basis for the hypothesisoutlined above, observations showthat most nocturnal migrationstake place under stable
conditions. Flights do not usually begin until after the time that
inversionsnormally form in the evening and usually terminate before
or at the time of inversionbreakup in the morning.
METEOROLOGICAL DATA

In order to test the hypothesis described above, an extensive

analysisof the 1953springmigrationand its relationshipto a number
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of meteorologicalvariables was undertaken. Three separate maps
of selected meteorologicalconditions were prepared for each night
from April 1-2 to May 30-31, 1953. The first set of maps, Figure 5,
prepared from data taken from the 10 P.M. EST radiosondes,delineates stable and unstable areas. About 53 stations in the area regularly take radiosondes,but on any given night a number of reports
is usually missing. The mean number of reports from which each
night's map was prepared was 44. From an inspectionof the coded
data as obtainedfrom the teletype reports, it was possibleto determine
whether

or not an inversion

existed at each station.

If an inversion or an isothermal layer existed below 3,000 feet,
the area was classified as stable.

If no inversion

existed in the lower

layersthe area was classifiedunstable. The three types of areaswere
distinguishedon the maps by different colors. Normally, the stable
and unstable stations grouped themselves into homogeneousareas
and little problem existed in determining the approximate boundary
lines.

In a few doubtful cases, reference to surface conditions was

often helpful. In a few casesof missing data, certain areas could
not be classified. Migration reports from these areas were not used.
It was found that an average of 67 per cent of the area was stable
each night and 33 per cent unstable, but considerablechange took
place from night to night both in the percentageand areas in each
category. It is realized that a measurement taken once a night
at each station is not necessarilyindicative of conditions existing
throughout the night. It is probable that in some areas an inversion
formed after the sounding was taken and that in other cases the
inversion was destroyed later in the night. However, no other
measureof stability is available and the data are undoubtedly representative of conditions throughout the night at the stations and in
surrounding areas on most occasions. Studies at Brookhaven National Laboratory where continuoustemperature measurementsare
made at various levels up to 410 feet show that most inversionshave
formed by 10 P.M. EST and generally persistfor most of the night.
A second set of maps was prepared showing wind direction and
velocity at 2000 feet over the same region. In the light of measurementson the heightof nocturnalmigrantsgivenby Chapman(1888),
Winkenwerder (1902), Carpenter (1906), Stebbins (1906), and Wetmore (1926), it was felt that this level is as closeto the mean flight
level as can be obtained. These wind data were obtained from pilot
balloon

observations

taken

at

the

same

hour

as the

radiosondes.

Approximately 107 stations in the area regularly take pilot balloon
measurements, but because of unfavorable

conditions, runs are not
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always successful. An averageof 79 stations per night was obtained
and plotted, giving an adequate sample in all cases. Pibal reports
are available every six hours, but since important changesin upper
air flow are seldom rapid, the one report may be consideredrepresentative of the night.
The third set of maps was prepared from surfacedata taken from
the 1:30 ^.M. EST Weather Bureau maps as a test of the possibility
of judging favorable migration nights from surface conditions. Areas
were classifiedas favorable, intermediate, or unfavorable for migration.
The first category included areas with mostly clear skies and light
surface winds. Unfavorable areas were those with precipitation,
heavy fog, or strong winds and frontal zones. Intermediate areas
were all other.

In addition, the 1:30 ^.M. EST Weather Bureau maps were used
directly in correlating movementswith surfaceconditions. All maps
were prepared as the data became available and before any migration
data were received. Thus, no bias was introduced into the maps by
a prior knowledgeof bird movements.
MIGRATION

DA•

Migration data were obtained from many sources. When the
project was initiated, a form letter was sent to several hundred observersin the area covered, requestingdefinite dates of arrival or
departure or actual observations of nocturnal migrants overhead.
Although the responsewas not as good as anticipated, a considerable
amount of reliable data was obtained in this manner. Other reports
were obtained from Audubon Field Notes, from various local publications, and from the files of the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service.

In addition, the data from the co-operative migration study initiated
by Mr. James H. Zimmerman, were made available and furnished
the largest class of data obtained. About 2500 usable reports were
received, some from all portions of the area but relatively few from
areas with few observers. Becauseof the varying reliability of the

data, it was judged best to divide it into two classes. Class I data
included all reports in which no doubt existed as to the actual night
of movement while in Class 2 reports, the possibility exists that some
arrivals or departures were not actually on the night specified. Although this classificationis arbitrary and many of the Class2 reports
probably deserveto be in Class i, the value of the separationis shown
by the fact that Class i reports show a better correlation with the
expectedmeteorologicalvariables than the Class 2 reports.
As the data were received, they were placed on each of the maps
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using appropriate symbols for each type of movement and for each
class of data. Major waves were separated from other arrivals by
the number of speciesand individuals involved. Figure 5, a map of
the area on the night of April 27-28, illustrates the method of plotting
migration reports. It will be noted that all the major waves and the
bulk of the arrivals occurred in stable areas. Although some arrivals

FIGrJR•.5. Map illustrating method of mapping stable and unstableareas and
of plotting migration reports. Slanted hatching, stable area; horizontal hatching,
unstable area; vertical hatching, isothermal area; A, arrival; A circled, wave arrival;
D, departure; O, overhead observation.

were recorded in the unstable area in the northeast, the number is

small consideringthe large number of observersthere and the numerous reports received from that area under stable conditions. All
reports received were plotted separately except where different

observersreported the same movement from the same or closely
adjacent localities. In this case, the reports were plotted as one.
No distinction was made between speciessince it was assumed that
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all nocturnal land bird migrants react to similar conditions. Separating the data into classesfor each specieswould have hopelesslycomplicated the study.
METHOD AND RESULTS

When all data received had been plotted, correlations were made
with each of the meteorological variables. In all analyses, each
night, each classof data, and each type of movement were analyzed
separatelyfor each meteorologicalcondition. Grouping into broader
categorieswas accomplishedlater.
Correlations with areas of stability and instability were undertaken
first. All movements were divided into four categories as follows:
The entire flight through stable air.
The flight nminly through stable air but terminating at the
edge of or a short distance into an unstable
3.

area.

The flight originatingin an unstablearea but endingin a stable

area.

The flight entirely through an unstable area.
This classification,of course,is dependent for accuracy on my judgment of how great a distancewastravelled by eachflight. In arriving
at such an estimate, an average flight of about 8 hours at an air speed
of 20 to 25 m.p.h. was assumed,and the direction and speed of the
wind were considered. The migration and weather pattern was such,
however, that a possibility of error existed in only a few cases.
On each date, occurrencesin each of the above categories were
counted separately for each type of movement and for each classof
data. In the final analysis, categories1 and 2 were combined since
both represent flight through stable air. Categories 3 and 4 were
also grouped together as representing flight through unstable air.
4.

2,414 reported movements were available for correlation with
atmospheric stability. These cases were divided into 155 major
waves, 2,075 arrivals, 175 departures, and 9 overhead observations.
They were alsodivided into 363 Class1 movementsand 2,051 Class
2 movements.

These cases are summarized

in Tables

1 to 3 where

the number and percentageof occurrencein stable air of each type
of movement are given. It will be noted that the Class 1 data show
that about 88 per cent of all movements occur in stable air compared
to 74 per cent of Class 2 movements. The arrival of major waves
reportedin the two classesof data comparesmore favorably, 88 and
85 per cent. It is apparent that a report of the arrival of a large
flight is much lesssubject to error than a report of the arrival of one
or a few individuals.
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1

PERCENTAGE O1' CLASS 1 MIGRATORY MOVEMENTS OCCURRING IN STABLE AIR

Percentage

Type of movement

Number of cases

All movements

363

Major waves
All other
Arrivals

88.4

69

movements

88.4

294
234

Departures

88.4
89.3

51

84.3

9

88.9

Overhead

TABLE

in stable air

2

PERCENTAGE O1' CLASS 2 I•/[IGRATORY MOVEMENTS OCCURRING IN STABLE AIR

Percentage

Type of movement

Number of cases

All movements

2051

Major waves
All

other

74.0

86

movements

84.7

1966

Arrivals

73.4

1842

Departures

73.5

124
TABLE

PERCENTAGE 01' ALL MIGRATORY

in stableair

73.4

3

MOVEMENTS

OCCURRING IN STABLE AIR

Percentage

Type of movement
All movements

Major waves
All other movements
Arrivals

Departures
Overhead

Number of cases
2414

155
2259
2075

in stable air
76.1

86.4
75.4
75.3

175

76.6

9

88.9

In order to obtain a mathematical evaluation of these results, the

following procedure was followed. An analysis of the radiosonde
data showedthat 67 per cent of the area was stable during the period
studied and 33 per cent unstable. Therefore, if birds flew at random
without regard to stability or the factors associatedwith it, 67 per
cent of the flights would be expected through stable areas and 33
per cent through unstable areas. However, 76 per cent of all move-

ments, 86 per cent of all major waves,and 88 per cent of all Class 1
movementsoccurredunder stable conditions. To test the significance
of this, the assumption was made that the flights were randomly
distributed with respect to stability and the method given by Kenney
(1944) was followed.
The evaluation was obtained by use of the formulas:

• = SP and • = SPG where• = the mean numberof flights
expected through stable air, S = the total number of cases,P -- the
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probability of flight through stable air, G --- the probability of flight
through unstable air, and. = the standard deviation.

Substituting
data from the total of all movements,
• ---2414X
0.67 or

1617 and .2 = 1617 X 0.33 or 533.6.

Therefore

. = 23.

Subtracting
• from the numberof casesobserved
of flightthrough
stable air, we obtain 1838--1617 or 221 which is 9.6 ..

The odds

againstobtaining this resultby chanceare greaterthan 99.99 to i, sowe
may concludethat the resultsare highly significant.
Repeating the procedurewith the major waves from both classes
of data, we find a probability of 104 casesand an occurrenceof 134
cases. The deviation of 30 is 5.2 . and again highly significant.
A similar procedurewas followed with the 2,000-foot wind data.
Winds were classedas favorable if they were more with than against
the assumed direction of flight and unfavorable if they were more
against. The flight direction was assumedto be normal in the area
involved, northerly in the mid-west, north to northeast in the northeastern states and north to northwest in the plains states. The few
borderline

cases were classed as side winds.

4737 wind observations

were available, 2306 favorable, 1739 unfavorable, 671 side, and 19

calm. Usingonly the 4045 distinctcaseswe find 57 per cent favorable
and 43 per cent unfavorable. Therefore, if the birds flew at random
in respectto wind direction we would expect 57 per cent of the flights
with favorable windsand 43 per cent with unfavorablewinds,omitting
the side wind flights. Tables 4 to 6 give the actual number of cases
observed. It will be noted that 67 per cent of all Class i cases,79
per centof all major waves,and 63 per centof all movementsoccurred
with favorable

winds.

Consideringall caseswe find a probability of 1284, an occurrence
of 1416 and a deviat/on of 132 or 5.6.. Using only the major waves,
we obtain a deviation of 29 or 4.8 .. These resultsare again highly
significant.

Since it is evident that both atmospheric stability and wind
TABLE

4

PERCENTAGE OF CLASS 1 MIGRATORY MOVEMENTS OCCURRING WITH
FAVORABLE WINDS ALOFT

Type of movement
All movements

Major waves
Other movements
Arrivals

Departures
Overhead

Number of cases
340

Percentagewith
favorable winds
67.1

66

77.3

274
218

64.6
66.1

47

57.4

9

66.7
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5

PERCENTAGE OF CLASS 2 MIGRATORY MOVEMENTS OCCURRING WITH
FAVORABLE WINDS ALOFT

Percentage with

Type of movement

Number of cases

All movements

favorable winds

1931

Major waves

62.1

79

Other movements
Arrivals

79.7

1834
1717

Departures

61.3
61.2

117
TABLE

PERCENTAGE OF ALL MIGRATORY

62.4

6
MOVEMENTS

OCCURRING WITH

FAVORABLE WINDS ALOFT

Type of movement
All movements

2253

Major waves

145

Other movements
Arrivals

Departures
Overhead

Number of cases

2108
1935

164
9

Percentage with
favorable winds
62.8

78.6
61.7
61.2

61.0
66.7

direction are of importance in nocturnal bird migration, it was
desired to evaluate their combined importance and to test the influenceof each separately. For these purposesonly the major waves
were used since they were judged more reliable than the bulk of the
data. The 153 usable waves were divided into four categories as
follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Flight
Flight
Flight
Flight

through stable air with favorable winds.
through stable air with unfavorable winds.
through unstable air with favorable winds.
through unstable air with unfavorable winds.

The number of cases,the percentagein each categoryand the percentageof probability are given in Table 7. In the first category,
we find 98 caseswith a probabilityof 58. The deviation,40, is 6.7 •
and is highly significant. In the secondcategory, we find 24 per cent
of the flights or 83 per cent of the probable number. In the third
category, however, we find only 10 per cent of the flights or 53 per cent

of thoseprobable. The last categorycontainsonly 14 per cent of the
number expected.
From the above figures it is evident that the overwhelming majority

of all flights took place in areas of stable air and favorable winds,
but the fact that the casesin Category 2 are much closerto the probability than the casesin Category 3 indicatesthat stability is probably
of greater importance than wind direction. In the light of these
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7

PERCENTAGE OF MAJOR WAVES OCCURRING AND PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE UNDER
VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF STABILITY AND WIND DIRECTION

Number
of cases

Categoryof movement
With
With
With
With

stable air and favorable wind
stable air and unfavorable wind
unstable air and favorable wind
unstable air and unfavorable wind

98
36
15
4

Percentage
of

Percentage
64
24
10
2

probability
38
29
19
14

findings, it was decided to examine in greater detail the 55 casesin
the last 3 categoriesin the hope of finding why these flights did not
conform to the normal pattern.

The 36 casesof flight through stable air but againstthe wind were
examined first. No case was found with flight against wind speeds
greater than 18 m.p.h. 18 caseswere of flight over a warm front and
therefore the flights almost certainly took place with favorable winds
at a higher level even though they terminated in areasof unfavorable
winds at 2,000 feet. Two caseswere doubtful and might have taken
place with favorable winds. Four caseshad favorable winds a short
distance to the south. These flights were evidentally terminated
shortly after the unfavorablewindswere encountered. The remaining
12 flights took place against light winds, mostly 5 to 10 m.p.h. and
none greater than 18 m.p.h. It might be mentioned here that a
number of casestaken from Class 2 data reported arrival in an area
of strong unfavorable winds. In some casesflight may have been
made at a different level with lighter winds, but it is believed that
most of these observations

are in error.

The 15 casesof flight with favorable winds but unstable air were
examinednext. Four caseswere of flight over a warm front surface,
most probably in a higher level inversion not plotted on the map.
Five casesoccurredin the warm sectorof a low with strong southerly
winds and a stable area to the south. It is probablethat theseflights
originatedin the stable area and were carried beyondby the high wind
speed. Four other casesmight have originated in a stable area some
distanceto the south while no explanation was found for only the two
remaining cases.
The four casesoccurring with unfavorable winds and unstable air
were next examined.

One case occurred

over a warm

front

surface

where favorable winds and stable air existed at a higher level. The
other three caseswere in regions where a stable area with favorable
wind existed to the south. The flight was evidently maintained
for some time into the unfavorable

conditions.
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In the light of these findings, it is evident that only a very few
valid casescan be found of large flights through an unstable area
or against an opposing wind and that the overwhelming majority
of mass flights took place under favorable wind and stability conditions.

Surface conditions were considered next and again only major
waves were used. At the beginningof the study, I felt that it might
be possibleto determine which areas were favorable for nocturnal
migration from an inspection of the surface map. Accordingly,
the third set of maps showing areas that were, in my judgment,
favorable, intermediate, and unfavorable, was examined. Although
a precise determination of probabilities is not possible,I estimated
that about 50 per cent of the area fell into the intermediate category
and about 25 per cent into each of the other two. However, only
28 per cent of the reported flights took place in the intermediate
areas, 27 per cent in the favorable areas, and 45 per cent in the unfavorable areas.

The latter class, of course, includes the warm front

areas now found to be favorable for nocturnal migration.

It is

obvious, however, that the classification used is of little value and

my estimate of favorable conditions as judged from surface data
only is not shared by the birds.

The next step was to test for relationshipsbetweenthe major waves
and the various surface variables. Pressuresystemswere considered

first. It was found that 47 or 31 per cent of the flights took place
through high pressureareas. Of these, 10 were through the eastern
portionof a high whereopposingwindsnormally prevailed,25 through
the central portion where winds were usually light and variable,
and 12 through the western section where winds were favorable.
Ground inversionsare most common near the center of highs where
skies are relatively dear and winds light.
28 flights or 18 per cent of the total took place in the immediate
vicinity of a cold front. It was not always possible to determine
if they arrived ahead of or behind the front sincetheir time of arrival
during the night was not known, but nearly all the flights could have
and probably did arrive before or at the time of the frontal passage
while favorable winds still prevailed. It is evident that spring
migrants do not favor cold frontal areas. Indications are that flights
encounteringsuch areas are usually terminated.
78 or 51 per cent of the total took place in the vicinity of a warm
front. 14 terminated in the vicinity of the front, 29 apparently
flew over the surface

front

and came down

in the cooler air not far

to the north, while 35 terminated more than 100 miles to the north.
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All of these flights, however, probably flew through the warm air
and southerly winds aloft rather than through the less favorable
conditions below.

Thus, it is obvious that warm front inversions

are of considerableimportancein the northward movement.
58 or 37 per cent of the flights took place wholly or partly in a
precipitation area. 29 flights ended near the edge of the area, 17
ended some distance into the area, 7 passedthrough or over the area,
and 5 may have originated in a precipitation area. These flights
are mostly the same ones discussedabove as taking place in warm
front areas. It may be assumedthat in all casesthe flight was over
rather than through the precipitation until the time of descent.
A comparison with surface temperature trends was made next.
Computations showed that 57 per cent of the area was in a region
of rising temperatures and 43 per cent in a region of falling temperatures. 88 or 56 per cent of the flights took place in the former
areas and 65 or 44 per cent in the latter showing that flights were
apparently random in respect to temperature trends. Although
previousstudieshave showna relationshipbetweenrisingtemperatures
and spring migration, rising temperatures are predominant in spring
and they co-exist with favorable winds. Therefore, although the
major portion of spring migration may take place with rising temperatures, this study fails to show a correlation greater than the
probability.
A similar comparison was made with pressure trends. It was
estimated that about 50 per cent of the area had rising pressuresand
50 per cent falling pressures. 68 or 47 per cent of the flights took
place in regions of rising pressure while 76 or 53 per cent occurred
in areasof falling pressure. The deviation of 4 is 0.67 •. Although
a slight relationship appears to exist, pressureas such is judged to be
of no importance. Areas of falling pressure are associated with
other conditions that are important as discussedabove.
The only surface variable that showed a correlation comparable
to the upper air variables was wind direction. The percentagesof
favorable

and

unfavorable

direction

at

the

surface

were

identical

with those at 2,000 feet, namely 57 and 43 per cent. 75 per cent of
the flights were made with favorable surface wind and 25 per cent

with an unfavorable direction. The deviation of 25 is 4.3 •, only
slightly lessthan that found at 2,000 feet.
Although the frequency percentagesof northerly and southerly
winds are identical over the area and the period as a whole at both
levels, it does not necessarilymean that they always occur simultaneously. In the majority of casesthey do, but at a warm front
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surface in particular, surface winds may differ radically from those
aloft over a wide area.

If this situation is taken into account, it

is possiblethat surfacewinds may be nearly as useful as winds aloft
for correlation with migration data.
As mentioned above, the relationship of moonlight to nocturnal
movementsneedsinvestigating. Two periodsof full moon occurred
during the time covered by this study and neither was accompanied
by a significant increasein reported movements. Many additional
data must be accumulated, however, before any conclusions can
be drawn.
DISCUSSION

Although the conclusioncan be drawn that stable air and favorable
winds aloft are of the utmost importance in springtime nocturnal
bird migration, it must be regarded as tentative until more than one
seasoncan be studied. However, the length of time used, the large
area covered, the large number of observations considered, and the
excellent relationships found, all tend to increase the probable reliability of the results.
If, for the sake of discussion,we regard the results as valid, certain
questions arise. Although the relationship with wind direction is
simple, the correlation apparently found with stability could be with
stability itseft or with conditions associatedwith stability. An examination of the conditions causing and associatedwith stability
leads to the conclusionthat the relationship must be with stability
itseft. The two types of inversionscausingstable air are causedby
and are associatedwith widely differing weather conditions. Yet,
each has been found favorable for nocturnal migration. Since stable
air is the only variable common to both regimes its importance can
not be minimized.

It is also necessaryto consider how birds recognize stability and
what stimuli are actually operative in triggering a migratory movement. Although this problem is susceptible to experimental solution
and should be so tested, we can consider at present only indirect
evidence. It seems well established that birds' sensorysystemsare
no less sensitive than are those of humans. If that is so, changes
in temperature and wind structure that accompany an inversion
can easily be detected by the bird. I have many times had the
experienceof standing on a tower or other elevated structure during
an inversion and feeling the smooth, stratified wind flow which is
readily distinguishable from the normal, turbulent flow present
during lapse conditions. During a well developed inversion, the
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temperature increasewith height is also readily detectable upon an
ascent of 50 feet or less. Therefore, if humans can sensethe changes
that accompanyan inversion, it seemsreasonableto believe that
birds can alsoand may be stimulatedto begin a flight by thesechanges.
This, of course,doesnot imply that a bird is capableof recognizing
a frontal inversion from the ground even though it was found that
many flights took place over such an inversion. It seems more
probable that in such casesthe migration started in the ground inversion to the south of the warm front and continued over the warm

front inversion. The strong southerly flow usually existing in such
situationswould make possibleflightsof considerablelength.
As far as I can ascertain, no ornithologist has ever witnessedthe actual departureof migrants upon a nocturnal flight; their pre-departure
behavior is therefore unknown. One account, however, given by
Lowery (1945) may be interpretable as pre-departure activity and
seemshighly significant in view of the hypothesisadvanced above.
He quoteda letter from Westonwho towardssunseton a clear, mild,
spring day noted a group of migrants congregatedin the tops of the
tallest trees. The birds occasionally made short upward flights

beyondthe tree tops,returningeachtime to the trees. This activity
continued until after dark, and in the morning the birds were gone.

Similar activity was observedon another occasion. It will be noted
that the weather conditions described were favorable for ground
inversion formation. It seemsprobable that the birds were testing
the wind or temperature structure by their short upward flights and
that migration began when conditionsbecamefavorable.
Since we now have a reasonabletheory to explain how and why
nocturnal migratory flights are initiated, we must considerhow and
why they are terminated. It is apparent that termination may be
either voluntary or involuntary. The former would include cases
in which

the bird

arrived

at his destination

or remained

aloft

until

a normal hour for descent,probably shortly before sunriseor somewhat later in certain species. Involuntary terminationswouldinclude
those cases in which

the bird found

himself

faced with

unfavorable

or impossible flying conditions. These probably include strong,
adversewinds, precipitation at the flight level, and turbulent air.
The relatively large numberof casesin which arrivals occurredat the
edge of a precipitation area, at a frontal zone or at the southernedge
of an area of opposingwind or unstableair suggeststhat many flights
may not be terminated voluntarily. Numerous instances in the
literature of birds arriving in an area of widespreadrain and of being
"precipitated out" in an area of thunderstorms support this belief.
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It seemsprobable that many flights above warm fronts may be so
ended.

As the bird flies northward in the warm air, he has the

advantages of stable air and favorable winds. Below him, however,

lies unstable air, and usually unfavorable winds or precipitation.
In order to stay in the warm air, he must constantly increase his
altitude sincethe front slopesupwardsfrom south to north. Eventually an altitude may be reached at which the bird will no longer
be willing or able to continue flight. In this case, he will be forced
to descendeven though most unfavorable conditionsmay exist below.

It is probablethat the variouscasesof massdestruction
overtaking
spring migrants were causedin this way.
Although the cases have not been investigated individually, it
seemsprobable that many of the instanceswherein spring migrants
apparently overshoottheir mark and arrive either exceptionallyearly
or well north of their normal range can be explainedin a similar fashion.
A bird flying above a frontal surface with adverse conditionsbelow
might well prefer to prolong his flight rather than descend until
descent became necessary. Winds of 40 to 50 miles per hour are
not uncommon at a few thousand feet in such situations.

Thus,

a bird with a flight speedof only 20 milesper hour couldeasily cover
600 or 700 miles in a single night. Such a flight could take a migrant
from the Carolinasto the New England area and from the Gulf Coast
to central Illinois, Indiana, or Ohio in a singlenight.
Although the controversialsubjectof trans-Gulf migration is beyond
the scopeof this paper, it might be pointed out that colder air over
warmer water is subject to considerableinstability but that warmer
air over cooler water is relatively stable. Therefore, if stability
along the route is a factor in over-water flight, northward movements
should be correlated with the presenceof air warmer than the water.
This condition exists with a southerly circulation so that over the
Gulf, favorable temperature structure and favorable wind direction
should co-exist.

On the other hand, it is possiblethat only conditionsat the starting
point govern the time of trans-Gulf flights. Data obtained by
Lowery (1945) tend to show a correlation between good weather
(favorablefor inversions)and southerlywindsin Yucatan and arrivals
on the Gulf coastwhensucharrivals are arrestedthere by a coldfront.
Although the data show that migratory movementsare correlated
with certain favorable meteorologicalfactors, it must not be expected
that flights will occur whenever such conditions exist. If birds in
the area are not yet ready to migrate or if all birds that were ready
have departed on a previous,favorable night, no migration will take
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place. On the other hand, a limited amount of migration may take
place even under unfavorable conditionsif the bird's urge to migrate
outweighs his reluctance to fly under such conditions. It seems
probable that if favorable conditionsare long delayed, considerable
movementwill take placeanyway.
It should be pointed out that the relationshipsfound cannot be
extrapolated to another area, to another season,or to another type
of migrant. Data available indicate that the fall movement is
influencedby quite differentsynopticsituationsalthoughit is believed
that stability and wind direction are again of importance. It is
expectedthat weather-migrationrelationshipsmay be quite different
in mountainousregionssuch as the Rockies,and there is considerable
doubt whether the samefactors are operative in other continents where
migration patterns differ quite widely from those in America. For
this reason, references have been confined to work on this continent.
CONCLUSIONS

Of the various meteorologicalvariables studied, only two, atmosphericstability and wind direction,give a goodcorrelationwith springtime nocturnalland bird migration. The two togethergive a better
correlationthan either separately,but stability seemssomewhatmore
important than wind direction. Therefore, it is evident that such
migration normally taken place with favorable winds in stable air
which may be caused either by ground or frontal inversions. Such
movements usually begin in areas of ground inversions but may
continue above frontal inversions. Migration is probably initiated
by changesin temperature or wind structure or both, and these act
as stimuli to the migrant. Migratory flights are often terminated
at the edge of an unstable area or a region of unfavorable winds.
A number of previously puzzling migration problems may be explainable on the basis of these findings.
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